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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION CONSENT

File Number: «FILE»
Examiner:

1. I, «F_MIDDLE_LNAME», consent to a polygraph examination to assist in determining my initial or continuing eligibility for assignment to a designated program, specific position or a body of information that requires favorable eligibility evaluation. I understand that:

   a. The polygraph examination requires my written consent.

   b. Adverse action will not be taken against me based solely on a refusal to undergo this examination, and any refusal will not be recorded in my personnel file.

   c. Refusal to undergo the polygraph examination will preclude the granting of or continuing access to the designated program, specific position or body of information.

   d. The polygraph procedures will be explained and a review of all test questions will be made prior to the examination.

   e. The examination area contains a camera, audio monitoring/listening/recording devices, and that this examination will be recorded and/or observed for quality control supervision purposes.

   f. Because I am not suspected of having committed any criminal offense, a specific warning regarding self-incrimination will not be provided. However, the exclusion of this warning does not preclude me from consulting with an attorney at my expense prior to the polygraph examination.

2. I understand the above conditions associated with a polygraph examination, including the applicability of provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974.

   ___________________________
   Signature of Examinee

   ___________________________
   Date/Time Test Started

Contains information which may be exempt from public release under the Freedom of Information Act (5 USC 552) exemption numbers 2 and 7(F).
Approval by the Department of Energy is required prior to release.
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